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Adyar Library, Adyar, Madras 20. 

India can boast of twelve great Linga temples 1 which have, for 
centuries, commanded an especial veneration from the devotees of 
Siva. Perhaps the most famous of these is the shrine of Somanatha, 
situated in Prabhasa Patan on the southern coast of Saurashtra, 
whose wealth and splendour attracted the avaricious eyes of SUftan 
Mahmud of Ghazni who on January 8, 1026, destroyed the idols 
of the temple and looted its rarest treasures. 2 The shrine is named 
after the moon-god Soma who, under a curse, is believed to have 
set up the Linga and worshipped it with devotion. The story goes 
that, though the moon-god had married all the twenty-seven 
daughters of Dak:;;a, he had a special fascination for Rohi1).! to the 
great chagrin of her sisters. Dak:;;a advised his son-in-law to treat 
all the wives equally; but, advice proving of no avail, the son-in-law 
was cursed whereby he contracted phthisis. In vain the moon-god 
appears to have made manifold attempts to get over the effects of 
the curse. As he, defeated in his attempts, continue to wane, herbs 
became either tasteless or failed to grow altogether. The high gods 
had to intervene in the matter, and a compromise was arranged 
between the disputants. Soma had to promise equal devotion 
towards all his wives and regard for womankind in general and 
brahmins. He could get rid of the disease already on him if he 
bathed in the Prabhiisatirtha, the spot at which the Sarasvati mingles 
with the ocean, and worshipped Lord Mahadeva there. The moon
god obeyed and regained his form and beauty.3 

This is the story in the Epics. My attempt now is to discuss 
what sort of relationship existed already between the gods Soma 
andSiva in the Vedic period. It may be noted at the very outset 
that Soma is one of the most important deities in the !:tgveda. The 
name occurs hundreds of times and at least 120 whole hymns are 
devoted to the praise of this divinity. It is indeed true that the allu
sion in most of these occurrences is either to the concrete plant of 
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1. For a list see Monier Williams, Indian Wisdom, p. 322 n. 
2. K. M. Munshi, Somnath the ShTine Ete1'nal, Bombay, 1951, p. 26. 
3. MahiibhiiTata (Nirnayasagara Press Edition), IX. 36. 
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that name or to the exhilarating essence extracted from it; but it 
has to beadmitted4 that there are certain passages in this Veda 
which would give an absurd meaning if the word Soma occurring 
in them is taken in either of these senses. Chief among such are 
those5 which describe the wedding of Soma with Surya, the daughter 
of the Sun: Such a connection between Soma and Surya becomes 
understandable only if the god is the Moon who, as a luminary 
even like the Sun, can reasonably be regarded as his son-in··law. 
Elsewhere6 Soma is described as the drop (drctpsa) which 
goes to the ocean, looking with the eye of a vulture, and even 
herethe reference must be only to the Moon. One passage in the 
Atharvaveda, however, declares in clear terms the identity of Soma 
with the Moon. It runs: "May the god Soma free me, he whom they 
call the Moori" (Soma mii devo muiicatu yam iihui candramii iti).7 
Occasions are indeed numerous8 when the satapatha BrahmaI)a 
asserts this identity, and in two contexts9 we meet also with the 
Epic idea of Soma being closely connected with the brahmins. Soma 
is here called the kii1g of the brahmins (Soma 'asmiikwn briihma'/;,,,ii·· 
niim riija). 

Among the associates of the god Soma in the Veda are Agrii, 
Indra, Parjanya, Pu~an, Rudra, Surya and Varu1).a. Of these Rudra 
is the precursor of the Pura1).icSiva and as such his relationship with 
Soma is the subject of our study in this paper. But the Vedic Ruara 
is often identified with Agni; and the identity appears to have so 
influenced the character of the god that he is equipped considerably 
to play the important role of Siva-Mahadeva in later history. It is 
to this influence apparently that Siva owes his complexion, his blue 
neck and his matted hair. It is not impossible that even the emblem 
of this popular god, the li1iga, really grew out of the sacrificial 
fire-pit. 1 0 As for Soma, he receives joint praise in the Veda with 
Agni and Rudra each in one whole hymn. Among the feats resulting 
from the combined efforts of the gods Agni and Soma is the fixing 
up of the luminaries in the sky. Says11 the seer addressing the two 
gods: 

;:mr.:r~~ lJTl1 B"~i3f~l=[ I 

4. 	 For an elaborate discussion of the theme see H. G. Narahari, Atman in PTe
Upani$adic Vedic LitemtuTe, Adyar, 1944, pp. 80 ff. 

5. 	 RV. X. 85. 6. RV. X. 123. 8. 7. AV. XI. 6. 7. 
8. 	 1. 6. 4. 5; XI. 1. 3. 2. 4 and 5 etc.; for the full list see Muir, Original Sansk7'it 

Texts, London, 1884, V. 271. 
9. 	 V. 3. 3. 12; IX. 4. 3. 16. 

10. 	 N. Venkataramanayya, Rv~dm-Siva (Dr. S. Subrahmanya Aiyar Lectures, 1939
40, University of Madras, Madras, 1941), p. 83. 

11. RV. I. 93.5 ab. 
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Ample recompense (brhat) 12 awaits those who worship these two 
gods together. Their horses become strong and cows become fat. 
Themselves they become healthy and rich: 13 

arT.,1~r ~fq~; >rff~flT qr~ ~~ 'rf1llT ~tl~>J: 1 

(Vide p. 3 of original) 

~~~m fQ ~~. ~ IT'~+rT''TlT qi IT): 11 

3fl'<fi~rj:n fcr~~Fr~cft ~ 
?'TTCWF~'lT+rf~ ~~': 1 

When Soma and Rudra go together, they are both armed with sharp 
weapons and shafts (tigmayudhau tigmahet'i),14 and are supplicated 
by devotees for blessings to man and beast, for healing medicines and 
for deliverance from sin: 16 

If, therefore, we read in the Epics that the Prab1Uisat'irtha, where 
Soma bathes on every New-Moon day, 16 has the power to make 
every devout pilgrim who bathes there radiant even like the full 
Moon (prab1Uisate yat1Ui Somal),) or as lustrous as the glorious Sun 
(vimaUirkasamadyutil),),17 we are treated to no empty hyperbole. 
The verdict of- the Epic has its firm roots in the beliefs of the oldest 
known period of our history. 

12. RV. I. 93. 10 c. 15. RV. VI. 74. 1 and 3. 
13. RV. I. 93. 7 & 12. 16. MaMbMmta, IX. 36. 41. 
14. RV. VI. 74. 4 a. 17. Ibid., III. 80. 64. 


